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Appendix C 

Global Second Level Trigger 

C l Introduction 

The ZEUS GSLT system is described extensively in [45, 52, 53]. In this chapter modifications 
to this system are detailed. 

C.2 Standalone Simulation Environment 

The GSLT receives data from many components and sends decisions to the event builder {EVE). 
Prior to the change described here testing of the programs running in the GSLT was difficult 
because it required the components to send the data which had two major disadvantages: First 
it was impractical because it required that the components were online and functioning, second 
not all components were actually able to send pre-defined test data and so the GSLT would 
usually only receive empty events or cosmic events at best. With such data however, not all 
algorithms can be tested correctly. 

It was therefore decided to build an environment in which the GSLT could be tested stan
dalone and in which the arbitrary data could be downloaded. The modification consisted of 
routing the connection of the input modules to the filters through the GSLT internal switch. 
Moreover, a previously unused transputer was connected to the switch. 

After the modification data can be downloaded to the new transputer and are sent to the 
filters through the switch. With this facility the verification of GSLT online programs are much 
improved as arbitrary data, for example a mix of previously acquired data or Monte Carlo data 
can be downloaded and the algorithm response can be compared to the expectations. Another 
advantage of the modification is that now the filter algorithms can be debugged after a crash: 
Before the modification the filter transputers were not accessible for debugging. 
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